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A love letter to Rome, with beautiful food and location photography, classic recipes, and stories
from the heart of the Eternal City. Rome is an open-air museum; it's a modern-day marvel of a
city that has seen centuries of emperors, popes, movements, triumphs, and tragedies. It's a
city where the present and past sit side by side and interact in a beautiful, yet sometimes
complex, kind of way. Rome begs to be uncovered at every turn. Through quirky local stories
and glorious pictures, I Heart Rome takes you on an inspiring journey through the Rome that
tourists rarely get to see. In a country justifiably famous for its food, Rome boasts its own
fascinating and unique cuisine that is intrinsically tied to its history. Influences from Ancient
Rome through to more recent events are reflected in the food culture of the Eternal City today.
And given the passionate nature of Romans as a people, it's no wonder that dining is taken so
seriously. From carbonara recipes to artichoke-frying techniques, just about everything foodrelated is up for--and causes much--debate in Rome. You too will heart Rome after delving into
this book.
Why are human food habits so diverse? Why do Americans recoil at the thought of dog meat?
Jews and Moslems, pork? Hindus, beef? Why do Asians abhor milk? In Good to Eat, bestselling author Marvin Harris leads readers on an informative detective adventure to solve the
worlds major food puzzles. He explains the diversity of the worlds gastronomic customs,
demonstrating that what appear at first glance to be irrational food tastes turn out really to have
been shaped by practical, economic, or political necessity. In addition, his smart and spirited
treatment sheds wisdom on such topics as why there has been an explosion in fast food, why
history indicates that its bad to eat people but good to kill them, and why children universally
reject spinach. Good to Eat is more than an intellectual adventure in food for thought. It is a
highly readable, scientifically accurate, and fascinating work that demystifies the causes of
myriad human cultural differences.
The Five Continents of Theatre undertakes the exploration of the material culture of the actor,
which involves the actors’ pragmatic relations and technical functionality, their behaviour, the
norms and conventions that interact with those of the audience and the society in which actors
and spectators equally take part.
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide
Outcomes presents English as it is used in the world through contemporary, global content and
stunning National Geographic photos and videos. Its trademark lexically-rich approach shows
students how vocabulary works, and the evenly-paced grammar syllabus provides examples
and tasks based on what people actually say and write. With a huge variety of talking points
and practice, Outcomes teaches students the English they need to communicate outside the
classroom. Six inspiring National Geographic videos provide real, global input Twelve
Conversation Practice sections provide a model and practice for real, natural output The
Pronunciation sections help students hear language as it's really used An online Vocabulary
Builder allows students to personalise vocabulary learning by developing their own word lists
and testing themselves
"Comprehensive...will enhance your gin appreciation" - The New York Times An A-Z
compendium of everything you need to know about gin, from botanicals to the perfect G&T.
Includes 20 gin cocktail recipes. Gin is the spirit of the moment, the discerning drinker's tipple
of choice. But with a gin revolution currently sweeping the world, it has never been a more
fascinating - and complex - subject. The Gin Dictionary is the gin-drinker's guide to this special
spirit. With hundreds of entries covering everything from history, ingredients and distilling
techniques to flavour notes, cocktails and the many varieties of gin around the world, awardPage 1/5
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winning gin expert David T. Smith explores the key factors behind your drink.
Dizionario di enogastronomia in cinque lingue. Italiano, inglese, francese, spagnolo,
tedescoDizionario di enogastronomia in cinque lingueDizionario e prontuario
dell'enogastronomia internazionale. Con espansione online. Per gli Ist. professionali. Con CDROMCooking for Your KidsAt Home with the World's Greatest ChefsPhaidon Press
The bible of traditional and authentic French home cooking, with over 6 million copies sold
since its first publication. With more than 1,400 recipes, Mathiot guides the reader through all
the classic recipes and techniques of French cooking (which provide the building blocks for so
many other cuisines) with a clear and authoritative voice. The recipes, which have been fully
updated by Clothilde Dusoulie, author of the popular Chocolate & Zucchini blog, prove that
authentic French food doesn’t have to be complicated, heavy or too rich.
Spotlight on Advanced is a comprehensive course that has been revised to be in line with the
new Cambridge English exam specifications for January 2015. It prepares adults and younger
learners to excel in the revised exam.
This brand new Dictionary of Agriculture and Land Management addresses the increasing
overlap between agricultural sectors and the demands of the management of rural land and
property. It covers the main areas of agricultural management, husbandry, environment, estate
management, rural recreation, woodland and forestry, as well as general terms such as
organizations, policies, and legislation. In over 2,000 clear and concise A to Z entries, it offers
authoritative and up-to-date information, and the content is enhanced by entry-level web links
that are listed on a dedicated companion website. Useful tables and line drawings complement
the entries, and make this volume an excellent point of reference for anyone who needs a
guide to agricultural terminology. The most up-to-date dictionary of its kind, it is a must-have
for students of agriculture and land management, as well as for professionals in the agricultural
and land-management sectors.
Includes ManageFirst core credential topics with paper and pencil answer sheet.
In Migrancy, Culture, Identity, Iain Chambers unravels how our sense of place and identity is
realised as we move through myriad languages, worlds and histories. The author explores the
uncharted impact of cultural diversity on today's world, from the 'realistic' eye of the painter to
the 'scientific' approach of the cultural anthropologist or the critical distance of the historian;
from the computer screen to the Walkman and 'World Music'. Migrancy, Culture and Identity
takes us on a journey into the disturbance and dislocation of culture and identity that faces all
of us to explore how migration, marginality and homelessness have disrupted the West's faith
in linear progress and rational thinking, undermining our knowledge, history and cultural
identity.

What has happened to America, and what's become of the American dream? Behind
the self-confident image of world's most influential country, we now see a nation tearing
itself apart. The United States may be arguably the world's only superpower, but its
internal tensions are a symptom of suffering and division, a condition only exacerbated
by the election of President Donald Trump. In this searing account, expatriate journalist
Alan Friedman returns after thirty years in Europe and examines the real America
through the mouths of its citizens. Set against the backdrop of the 2016 presidential
election campaign and the inauguration of President Trump, Friedman tells a vivid story
of terrible inequality - from the excesses of Wall Street to the grinding poverty of
Mississippi - and explores the issues, from racism and gun control to Obamacare, that
have polarised a nation. Drawing on his personal interviews with Trump and with
Russia's President Putin, Friedman paints a detailed portrait of the new leader of the
free world and explores the real risks of the Trump presidency for America and for the
world. Dark and provocative, This Is Not America may just be the most important book
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of the year.
First published in 1891, Pellegrino Artusi's La scienza in cucina e l'arte di mangier bene
has come to be recognized as the most significant Italian cookbook of modern times. It
was reprinted thirteen times and had sold more than 52,000 copies in the years before
Artusi's death in 1910, with the number of recipes growing from 475 to 790. And while
this figure has not changed, the book has consistently remained in print. Although
Artusi was himself of the upper classes and it was doubtful he had ever touched a
kitchen utensil or lit a fire under a pot, he wrote the book not for professional chefs, as
was the nineteenth-century custom, but for middle-class family cooks: housewives and
their domestic helpers. His tone is that of a friendly advisor – humorous and nonchalant.
He indulges in witty anecdotes about many of the recipes, describing his experiences
and the historical relevance of particular dishes. Artusi's masterpiece is not merely a
popular cookbook; it is a landmark work in Italian culture. This English edition (first
published by Marsilio Publishers in 1997) features a delightful introduction by Luigi
Ballerini that traces the fascinating history of the book and explains its importance in the
context of Italian history and politics. The illustrations are by the noted Italian artist
Giuliano Della Casa.
Following the success of My French Kitchen, bestselling author Joanne Harris and Fran
Warde present a deliciously simple collection of recipes that draw inspiration from the
rural markets of Gascony and emphasize rustic, fresh flavors and a relaxed, tossedtogether style. From large, lumpy tomatoes bursting with taste, to sun-ripened melons,
to goat cheese rolled in fresh herbs, and to locally produced organic honey, this is food
as nature intended.
When Marco Pierre White's mother died of a brain haemorrhage when he was just six
years old, it transformed his life. Soon, his father was urging him to earn his own keep
and by sixteen he was working in his first restaurant. He would go on to learn from
some of the best chefs in the country. He survived the intense pressure of hundredhour weeks in the heat of the kitchen, developed his own style, and struck out on his
own. But he was also a man who might throw you out of his restaurant, and his temper
was legendary, as younger chefs such would find out. He eventually opened several
more restaurants, won every honour going and then realised it still wasn't enough. This
book tells his astonishing story...
The first book to cover the booming gin industry across the globe, country by country.
Never has there been a more striking revolution in the world of distilled spirits than the
current renaissance of gin. With small craft distilleries popping up all over the world,
from Texas to Tasmania, more varieties and techniques being used than ever before,
and a tapestry of tastes from light and citrusy to big bold savory notes, gin's appeal is
extraordinarily wide and varied. From gin made in small batches from local botanicals,
to large facilities which make some of the world's most recognized gin brands, World
Atlas of Gin looks at everything from the botanical to the bottle: how and where
botanicals are grown and harvested and their role within the flavor of gin; producers
and the stories behind their brands; exactly where, and how, gins are made; and,
country by country, the best examples to try. Global cocktails are covered too, including
the history and country of origin of some of the best-known mixed gin drinks. For
everyone and anyone who wants to understand more about gin, its history and
production methods, the countries that have helped make it a global success story, and
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appreciate the best gins the world has to offer, this is the definitive guide.
Since its first publication in France in 1969, Fernand Point's 'Ma Gastronomie' has
taken its place among the true classics of French gastronomy. It is as celebrated for
Point's wise, witty and provocative views on food as for his remarkable, inventive
recipes, carefully compiled from his handwritten notes.
Accessible teaching notesExtra ideas and developmental tips
A book for the pizza obsessed, with 80 charming illustrations and information about the history,
ingredients, and lore of everyone's favorite food. Pizza is a food that lends itself to legend and
obsession, spanning geography, generations, and gender. In lavish illustrations and handlettered text, Pizzapedia celebrates all there is to fixate about: the stories behind its origin (we
have the ancient Greeks to thank before the Italians); the delectable ingredients, from San
Marzano tomatoes to buffalo mozzarella; the failed and the famous inventions (like "the pizza
saver," the piece of plastic that prevents a pizza delivery box top from drooping into the pie);
the merits of Sicilian vs. New York vs. Chicago vs. new (Detroit?!) styles; and much more. Like
the universally beloved food, this art-driven book of miscellany is inviting, colorful, and a
delicious gift to give and get.
The science behind a good meal: all the sounds, sights, and tastes that make us like what
we're eating—and want to eat more. Why do we consume 35 percent more food when eating
with one other person, and 75 percent more when dining with three? How do we explain the
fact that people who like strong coffee drink more of it under bright lighting? And why does
green ketchup just not work? The answer is gastrophysics, the new area of sensory science
pioneered by Oxford professor Charles Spence. Now he's stepping out of his lab to lift the lid
on the entire eating experience—how the taste, the aroma, and our overall enjoyment of food
are influenced by all of our senses, as well as by our mood and expectations. The pleasures of
food lie mostly in the mind, not in the mouth. Get that straight and you can start to understand
what really makes food enjoyable, stimulating, and, most important, memorable. Spence
reveals in amusing detail the importance of all the “off the plate” elements of a meal: the
weight of cutlery, the color of the plate, the background music, and much more. Whether we’re
dining alone or at a dinner party, on a plane or in front of the TV, he reveals how to understand
what we’re tasting and influence what others experience. This is accessible science at its best,
fascinating to anyone in possession of an appetite. Crammed with discoveries about our
everyday sensory lives, Gastrophysics is a book guaranteed to make you look at your plate in
a whole new way.
In a rich and engaging book that illuminates the lives and attitudes of peasants in preindustrial
Europe, Piero Camporesi makes the unexpected and fascinating claim that these people lived
in a state of almost permanent hallucination, drugged by their very hunger or by bread
adulterated with hallucinogenic herbs. The use of opiate products, administered even to infants
and children, was widespread and was linked to a popular mythology in which herbalists and
exorcists were important cultural figures. Through a careful reconstruction of the everyday lives
of peasants, beggars, and the poor, Camporesi presents a vivid and disconcerting image of
early modern Europe as a vast laboratory of dreams. "Camporesi is as much a poet as a
historian. . . . His appeal is to the senses as well as to the mind. . . . Fascinating in its details
and compelling in its overall message."—Vivian Nutton, Times Literary Supplement "It is not
often that an academic monograph in history is also a book to fascinate the discriminating
general reader. Bread of Dreams is just that."—Kenneth McNaught, Toronto Star "Not religion
but bread was the opiate of the poor, Mr. Camporesi argues. . . . Food has always been a
social and mythological construct that conditions what we vainly imagine to be matters of
personal taste. Our hunger for such works should tell us that food is not only good but
essential to think and to read as if our lives depended on it, which they do."—Betty Fussell, New
York Times Book Review
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Everything you need to know about gin in 128 pages, by the Gin Foundry. The perfect
accompaniment to a gin & tonic, Gin Foundry have poured their expertise into one succinct
expert read. Includes: The modern history of gin; How gin is made; What to look for when
choosing gin; Deciphering gin labels; How to taste gin; Gin Foundry's botanical flavour wheel;
Gin styles; Best cocktails for different gin styles; Fruit gins and infusions; The perfect gin &
tonic; Gin Foundry’s garnish/gin pairing guide. Plus much more...
Features short novels and story collections by ten of the leading authors in the bizarro genre.
Queste pagine vogliono semplicemente essere una raccolta di informazioni tratte da
testimonianze e testi scritti con lo scopo di farci innanzitutto ricordare le origini ma anche di
non farci dimenticare piatti che altrimenti andrebbero perduti grazie ai piu veloci (ma
sicuramente meno buoni e sani) cibi preconfezionati. E' un viaggio alla riscoperta delle
tradizioni e culinarie ed enologiche; che giunte sino a noi rischiano ora di perdersi nell'oblio
grazie alla globalizzazione ed al consumismo. oltre alla storia ed al per che dei numerosi piatti
e vini piemontesi possiamo dunque trovare anche numerose ricette tradizionali ed originali alla
portata di tutti."
This book presents a systematic and pattern-based explanation of food tourism, focusing on
how and why change could occur and what the implications could be. In the future will food
tourism involve food grown in the laboratory or a more authentic experience associated with
place and history? The book’s approach to the future has focused on explanation; the
contributors look for the causes, trends and theoretical concepts that explain change, thus
attempting to justify and explore the future. Scenarios are used to explore alternative futures
and the book examines the implications for the future of food tourism and highlights future
research avenues. This book is primarily aimed at postgraduate students and researchers in
the field of tourism studies.
"Cooking for kids is a cookbook for families - featuring real-life recipes from great chefs in thirty
countries around the world. These 100 recipes--for breakfast, lunch, snacks, dinner and
treats--are what they make for their kids at home. Each chef offers a glimpse into their own
kitchen and life, as they cook for culinary-curious and healthy eaters, and serve delicious food
that the whole family will enjoy."--Back cover.
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